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How To Build This Canned Food Storage Rack. Cheap/Easy To Build

I have to say - I think this DIY canned food storage system is pretty awesome. Sure, for the most part I think we should all eat as much fresh and unprocessed food as possible, but when it comes to emergency preparedness and stocking up on food for a rainy day, this isn't always possible. You have to at least in partly rely on some tinned/packed goods to supplement your diet.

This canned food storage rack is perfect for emergency preparedness. You can build several racks or possibly one much larger rack. The thing I like the best about this method of storage is it is easy to use your foods by shortest date first. Once you initially fill the rack in date order, this order will automatically be maintained when you add newly purchased tins of the same product. Head over to 'Amy And Toby's' blog below and find out how to build your own canned food storage rack.
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